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Abstra t

Pattern mat hing is the problem of nding all o urren es
of a pattern in a text. In a dynami setting the problem
is to support pattern mat hing in a text whi h an be
manipulated on-line, i.e., the usual situation in text
editing.
We present a data stru ture that supports insertions
and deletions of hara ters and movements of arbitrary
large blo ks within a text in O(log2 n log log n log  n)
time per operation. Furthermore a sear h for a pattern
P in the text is supported in time O (log n log log n +
o + jP j), where o is the number of o urren es to
be reported. An ingredient in our solution to the above
main result is a data stru ture for the dynami string
equality problem introdu ed by Mehlhorn, Sundar and
Uhrig. As a se ondary result we give almost quadrati
better time bounds for this problem whi h in addition to
keeping polylogarithmi fa tors low for our main result
also improves the omplexity for several other problems.

Theis Rauhey

stru tures addressing various dynami settings of eÆient text manipulation and sear hing. In addition to
text editing this work has also provided appli ations
in other elds, e.g., in omputational biology [21, 29℄.
We present a data stru ture that supports
insertions and deletions of hara ters and movements of arbitrary large blo ks within a text in
O(log n loglog n log n) time per operation. Furthermore a sear h for a pattern P in the text is supported
in time O(log n loglog n + o + jP j), where o is the
number of o urren es. Hen e ea h text manipulation or sear h is supported in time polylogarithmi
to the length of the text plus the ne essary linear
terms for input and output.
The data stru ture we present is based on the
following losely related problem. A family of strings
is maintained under two update operations, split
and on atenate. Given an index i and a string
s = a a : : : ak in the family, the split operation splits
s into the two substrings a : : : ai
and ai : : : ak ,
and inserts them into the family without preserving
argument s. The on atenate operation takes two
strings s and s from the family, and inserts the
on atenation s s into the family, again without
preserving the arguments s and s . Finally the
sear h query supported for the family takes any string
in the family and reports o urren es of this string
within the other strings of the family. The query
time is O(log n log log n + o ), where n is the total
size of the strings and o the number of o urren es
reported. The update
operations are supported in
O(log n loglog n log n) time. In the setting of text
editing, e.g., the problem of moving a blo k in a text,
the family only onsists of a single string representing
the text. Movement of a blo k then onsists of a
onstant number of split and on atenate operations.
In order to sear h for a pattern P in the string (text)
we in addition to the O(log n log log n + o ) time
for the sear h, also need additional O(jP j) time to
onstru t a temporary version of P to be inserted
in the string family su h that it an be given as a
parameter for the sear h operation.
Our main result, a fully dynami pattern mat hing algorithm with polylogarithmi time per operations uses as a bla k box an algorithm for the dynam2
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Introdu tion

Pattern mat hing on strings is the problem of determining all o urren es of a pattern string P as a
substring of a larger text string T of length n. Optimal solutions a hieving O(n) time for this problem
were given in the 70s by Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [19℄, and Boyer and Moore [3℄. Several text books,
see e.g., [1, 6, 25℄, address various pattern mat hing problems in luding the above lassi problem. Originally the lassi problem was motivated (among
other things) in terms of text editing. In a text editing pro ess it is desirable to e e tively handle text updates and sear hes for di erent patterns, i.e.,
avoid using time proportional to the full text for ea h
text manipulation or sear h. Several papers in luding [11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, 28, 30, 24℄, des ribe data
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problem [23℄. As a se ondary result
we improve the time bounds of the results in [23℄.
Using the result of [23℄ our updates in reases with a
polylogarithmi fa tor. The dynami string equality
problem is a data stru ture to maintain a family of
strings under persistent on atenate and split operations (the arguments are preserved in the family) su h
that the equality of two strings an be determined
in onstant time. We give an almost quadrati improvement of the time bounds for updates in [23℄. In
addition to this improvement we generalize the problem su h that the equality query is strengthened to
lexi ographi al order omparison between any pair
of strings in the family within onstant time. Furthermore we also support longest ommon pre x and
suÆx operations between a pair of strings in almost
O(log n) time. In [23℄, the problem is mainly motivated by problems in high-level programming languages
like SETL. However subsequently this data stru ture
has served as an important omponent for eÆ ient solutions to other problems, whi h also bene t for
our new bounds, see e.g., [4, 15℄.
1.1 Related work In this se tion we sket h the
history of pattern mat hing and refer to [14℄ for a
more detailed a ount. Some of the early progress of
making pattern mat hing dynami is the suÆx tree.
In [20, 30℄ it is shown how to prepro ess a text in
linear time su h that pattern mat hing queries an
be answered on-line in O(jP j + o ) time. In [28℄ the
suÆx tree is extended su h that the text an be extended by a single hara ter at the end. Gu et al. [18℄
were the rst to onsider the problem where the text
ould be manipulated fully dynami ally, and denoted this problem dynami text indexing. The update
operations they support are insertion and deletion of
a single hara ter to/from the text in O(log n) time,
where n is the urrent size of the text. The query
operation is supported in O(jP j + o log i + i log jP j)
time, where i is the urrent number of updates performed. Ferragina [12℄ gave a more general solution
that eÆ iently ould handle insertions/deletions of
a string into/from the text. The problem onsidered was denoted in remental text editing. Ferragina and Grossi [11, 13, 14℄ improved the result of
Ferragina a hieving time bounds O(n = + s) for updates and O(jP j + o ) for the sear h, or updates in
O(s(log s + log log n) + log n) time with query time
O(jP j + o + i log p +loglog n), where s is the length
of the inserted/deleted string. Finally Sahinalp and
Vishkin [24℄ gave the following result for in remental text indexing. Sear hes in O(p + o ) time and
insert/delete of a string in O(log n + s) time.

i string equality
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Outline of the paper In Se tion 2 we review
the signature en oding of strings from Mehlhorn
et al. [23℄ and state our time bounds for the dynami
string equality problem. We pro eed in Se tion 3
with a des ription of our data stru ture for dynami
pattern mat hing. In Se tion 4 we provide the
implementation for the generalised string equality
problem.
1.3 Preliminaries Given a string s over an alphabet , we let jsj denote the length of s, s[i℄ the ith
element of s (1  i  jsj), and s[i::j ℄ the substring
s[i℄s[i + 1℄ : : : s[j ℄ of s (1  i  j  jsj). If j < i then
s[i::j ℄ denotes the empty string . For arbitrary i and
j , s[i::j ℄ = s[max(1; i):: min(jsj; j )℄, s[i::℄ = s[i::jsj℄
and s[::j ℄ = s[1::j ℄. We let prefk (s) = s[::jsj k℄,
sufk (s) = s[k + 1::℄, and infk (s) = s[k + 1::jsj k℄.
The reverse string s[jsj℄ : : : s[2℄s[1℄ is denoted sR. For
a mapping f :  ! U , we extend f :  ! U  by
de ning f (a a : : : an) = f (a )f (a ) : : : f (an). For two strings s and s we let l p (s ; s ) and l s (s ; s )
denote the longest ommon pre x and suÆx respe tively of s and s . We assume without loss of generality throughout the paper that no string is equal
to the empty string.
Let  be totally ordered. We de ne the lexi ographi al ordering on  by s  s if and only if s =
l p (s ; s ) or s [jl p (s ; s )j +1℄ < s [jl p (s ; s )j +1℄.
We let u R v denote that the reverse of u is less than
the reverse of v, i.e., uR  vR.
We let log n = ln n= ln 2, log n = log n,
log i n i = log log i n, and log n =
minfij log n  1g. When interpreting integers as bit-strings we let and, or,i and xor denote
bitwise boolean operations, and x " be the operation
shifting x i bits to the left, i.e., x "i= x  2i. For
positive integers x and i we let bit(x; i) denote
the ith bit in the binary representation of x, i.e.,
bit(x; i) = (x  2i ) mod 2.

1.2
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Signature en oding of strings

In the following we des ribe the signature en oding
of strings over some nite alphabet . The signature
en oding we use throughout this paper was originally
des ribed by Mehlhorn et al. in [23℄. The basi idea
is to asso iate a unique signature  to ea h string s
su h that two strings are equal if and only if they
have equal signatures.
The signature en oding of
a string s 2  is de ned relative to a signature
alphabet E  N and a partial inje tive mapping
Sig :  [ (E [ E [ E [ E ) [ (E  N ) ,! E . The
mapping Sig is extended during updates in order to
keep it de ned for all applied values.
1

2

3

4

The details of the blo k de omposition an be
The signature en oding of s onsistin [23℄, from whi h it follows that  =
s of a sequen e of signature strings from E , found
shrink (s); pow (s); shrink (s); pow (s); : : : ; shrink h (s).log N + 6 and  = 4.
The strings are de ned indu tively by
2.1 Persistent strings Mehlhorn et al. [23℄ onshrink (s) = Sig (s)
sidered how to maintain a family F of strings under
the following operations.
pow (s) = Sig (en pow (shrink (s)))
...
String(a) A new single letter string ontaining the
letter a 2  is reated. The resulting string is
shrink j (s) = Sig (en blo k (pow j (s)))
added to F and returned.
pow j (s) = Sig (en pow (shrink j (s)))
Con atenate(s ; s ) Con atenates
the two
...
strings s ; s 2 F . The resulting string is added
to F and returned. The two strings s and s
shrink h (s) = Sig (en blo k (pow h (s)))
are not destroyed.
Split(s; i) Splits s into two strings s[::i
1℄ and
s[i::℄. The two resulting strings are added to F
and returned. The string s is not destroyed.
where en pow and en blo k are fun tions de ned
below, and h the height of the en oding of s whi h is Equal(s ; s ) Returns true if and only if s = s .
the smallest value for whi h jshrink h(s)j = 1. We let
Note that strings are never modi ed or deh(s) denote the height of the en oding of s.
stroyed,
i.e., the strings reated are persistent. In
The mapping en pow groups identi al elements
i
the
Con
atenate operation s and s are allowed
su h that a substring   is mappedl into the pair
l
1
to
refer
to
the same string, i.e., it is possible to onm
(; i). Formally, for s 2 E and s =  : : : m ; i 2
stru
t
strings
of exponential length in linear time.
E where i 6= i for 1  i < m. Then
Mehlhorn
et
al.
[23℄ proved the following theorem.
en pow (s) = ( ; l ); ( ; l ); : : : ; (m ; lm ). The fun tion en pow (s) an be omputed in time O(jsj).
Theorem 2.1. (Mehlhorn et al. [23℄) There exThe mapping en blo k de omposes a string in- ists
persistent string implementation whi h supto a sequen e of small substrings of sizes between portsa String
Equal in O(1) time, and
two and four, ex ept for the rst blo k whi h has Con atenate and
and Split in O(log n((log N ) +
size between one and four. Ea h substring is denot- log n)) time, where n is the length of strings involved
ed a blo k. The strategy behind the de omposition
is based on the deterministi oin tossing algorithm in the operations.
of Cole and Vishkin [5℄ whi h ensures the property
In the above theorem we assumed that a lookup
that the boundaries of any blo k are determined by in the Sig fun tion takes onstant time. In [23℄ the
a small neighborhood of the blo k. This strategy is Sig fun tion is stored using a sear h tree, implying
only appli able to strings where no two onse utive that it takes time log m to make a lookup, where m is
elements are identi al and the role of the mapping the number of operations done so far. Constant time
en pow is to ensure this property prior to employ- lookup for Sig an be a hieved by using randomizament of en blo k .
tion or using more than linear spa e by either using
Be ause the signature en oding is deterministi , dynami perfe t hashing [10℄ or using a digital sear h
two identi al strings also have identi al en odings. tree of degree N [22℄, 0 < < 1. The number of
The neighborhood dependen e of a blo k de om- lookups to the Sig fun tion for ea h Con atenate
position is hara terized by two parameters  and and Split operation is O(log n log N ). Sin e the
 , su h that given a signature  in a string it an maximal blo k size is 4, Sig an be omputed in
be determined if  is the rst signature in a blo k by onstant time if Sig is stored as an array.
only examine  and  signatures respe tively to
In Se tion 4 we show how to improve the bounds
the left and to right of . We assume in the following of [23℄ and to extend the set of supported persistent
that N is a onstant bounding the total number of string operations with the following operations.
signatures to be used, and we also assume that signatures and hara ters an be handled in onstant time. Compare(s ; s ) Returns the lexi ographi al order of s relative to s , i.e., if s = s , s < s ,
Given a signature  we let  denote the string from
 en oded by , and for a signature string  : : : k
or s > s .
we let  : : : k =  : : : k .
LCPrefix(s ; s ) Returns jl p (s ; s )j.
L
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( ) Returns jl s (s ; s )j.
To be able to refer to the length of the string we in the
following assume that ea h string length an be stored
in a single word. We additionally assume that ea h
signature  has asso iated jj. The following theorem
summarizes our results in Se tion 4 for persistent
strings.
LCSuffix s1 ; s2

1

2

There exists a persistent string
implementation whi h supports String in
O(log jj) time, Equal and Compare in O(1)
time, LCPrefix in O(log n) time, LCSuffix in
O(log n log N ) time, and Con atenate and Split
in O(log n log N + log jj) time, where n is the
length of strings involved in the operations.

Theorem 2.2.

3

Dynami

pattern mat hing

In this se tion we will des ribe how to implement
a data stru ture for the dynami pattern mat hing
problem, with the laimed update and query time
bounds.
Let G denote a family of strings over a xed
alphabet . An o urren e of a string s in family G , is
a pair (s0; p) where s0 2 G and p spe i es the spe i
lo ation of the o urren e within s0 . Let index (p)
denote the index
o set of this lo ation in s0, i.e., it
0
satis es s = s [index (p)::index (p)+jsj 1℄. We denote
the set of all o urren es of s in G by O (s; G ).
The dynami pattern mat hing problems is to
maintain a data stru ture for a family of strings
G whi h supports the updates String, Split and
Con atenate for strings in G de ned as in last se tion, but without the persisten e, i.e., the arguments
to Split and Con atenate are removed from G by
the all. In addition to these update operations the
data stru ture supports the sear h query:
Find(s) : Return the set of all o urren es of
s 2 G.
For the rest of thisPse tion we let n denote the total
size of G , i.e., n = s2G jsj.

in n and hen e atmost introdu e a polylogarithmi
number of signatures.
The o urren es returned by the Find operation
are represented by pointers into the spe i o urren es in lists representing the strings. For su h a
pointer we need (as usual) additional O(log n) time
to ompute the exa t o set index (p) of the o urren e. That is the time for Find is O(o log n +
log n loglog n) when output is required in this form.
3.1 The data stru ture The data stru ture onsists of several ingredients, where the primary part
onsists of a ombination of a range sear h stru ture
with the persistent string data stru ture.
For ea h string in s 2 G we maintain a list l(s),
where the ith hara ter in s is the ith node in l(s).
These lists are maintained by balan ed trees under
join and split operations, su h that given index i one
an report the ith node l(s)[i℄ and return the rank of
a node, see e.g., [6℄. The set of all nodes for all lists
for G is denoted L.
The strings in G and substrings of these (spe i ed
later) will be represented in a larger family of strings,
denoted as F . The family F will be maintained using
the persistent string data stru ture, see Theorem 2.2.
Hen e we an eÆ iently on atenate, split, ompare
et . the strings in F . Furthermore we assume the
reverse representation of every string t 2 F to be in
F as well, i.e., tR 2 F . This only in reases the time
requirement for the split and on atenation operation
on F by a onstant fa tor. To ea h string s in G
we asso iate two values; its signature  representing
the string in F , thus  = s, and a pointer to the
tree stru ture asso iated to l(s). These two values
des ribe the interfa e between the pattern mat hing
part in this se tion and the persistent data stru ture.
Given  and Sig we an unpa k the signature
en oding shrink j (s) and pow j (s) for any level j . The
tree stru ture an be used to a ess a node with index
i in l(s)[i℄ in O(log n) time.
1

3.2

How to

ombine range sear h and per-

First we des ribe a simple method
whi h ombines the data stru ture for the persistent
string data stru ture given in Se tion 2 with a dynami two-dimensional orthogonal range sear h stru ture.
The elements of this range sear h stru ture are pairs
of strings from the persistent family of strings, with
ordering provided through the lexi ographi order of
Here, and in the following we have used the fa t that the strings (w.r.t. some arbitrary xed ordering of the
O(log N ) = O(log n). The number of signatures N alphabet ). Our rst simple approa h for the dyused to maintain G together with an auxilary internal nami pattern mat hing a hieves the laimed sear h
family of strings, is always polynomially bounded in bound but without meeting the laimed time bounds
n, sin e ea h operation operation is polylarithmi

There exists an implementation for
the dynami pattern mat hing problem whi h supports Con atenate, Split in O(log2 n loglog n log n)
time, String in O(log n log n) time and Find(s) in
O(o + log n loglog n) time where o is the number
of o urren es.

Theorem 3.1.

sistent strings

for split and on atenation. Next we extend this simple approa h su h that we obtain the laimed bounds
for updates as well.
Consider a string s in our family of strings G .
For ea h index i in s assume that the two substrings
s[1::i 1℄ and s[i::jsj℄, denoted the ontext strings for
index i are in the string family F . For a node x 2 l(s)
with index i, we asso iate an an hor, denoted An (i),
de ned to be the triple (s[1::i 1℄; s[i::jsj℄; x) 2 F 
F  L. For all strings in G and indi es in these, let
R be the set of an hors kept in a dynami range
sear h stru ture. We laim that provided a string
w 2 G , we an now eÆ iently report all o urren es
of w within strings in G . Choose any index i in
w with an hor (a; b; x). Let $ be a letter in the
alphabet larger than letters o urring in strings for
G . The range sear h supported for R is now able to
report an hors (p; s; y) 2 R, where a R p R $a
and b  s  b$. Next we show that ea h reported
an hor identify an o urren e, and ea h o urren e
is reported on e. For an an hor (p; s; y) reported
we have that a is a suÆx of p and b is as pre x of
s. That is w o urs in the string ps 2 G at index
i0
i + 1, where i0 = index(y ). We say the index i
of w aligns with the index i0 of ps. Finally, for ea h
o urren e of w pre isely one index in the o urren e
aligns with an index i in w. The omparisons with
respe t to the lexi ographi ordering among strings
in F are done in worst- ase onstant time a ording
to Theorem 2.2. Sin e the number of an hors equals
the total length of strings in G , this range sear h an
be performed in time O(log n log log n + o ) worstase, see [8℄. Furthermore onstru ting the strings $a
and b$ needed
as the range bounds are done in time

O(log n log n) a ording to Theorem 2.2.
The problem with the above strategy is that
on atenation and split operations on strings in G
a e ts a number of an hors linear to the size of
the updated strings. In order to avoid this we will
limit the amount of indi es we asso iate an hors to,
together with a ertain limitation on the lengths
of the asso iated ontext strings. These limitations
make extensive use of the properties with respe t to
the signature en odings of the strings.
3.3 Asso iating an hors to signatures Let x =
shrink j (t) and y = shrink j (s) for a j  0 in the
signature en odings for two strings s; t 2 G . First
we show how two indi es i 2 x and k 2 y an align.
The o set of an index i in x, denoted o set jt (i) =
jx[1::i 1℄j + 1, is the index in t, where the signature
x[i℄ starts its en oding in t. Let s be a sear h string.
We say index k aligns with index i if s[1::o set js (k) 1℄

j
is a suÆx of t[1::o set
1℄, and s[o set js(k)::jsj℄
t (i)
j
is a pre x of t[o set t (i)::jtj℄. For k aligned with i, we
say this alignment is jrelative to the
o urren e of s
in t with o set o set t (k) o set js (i) + 1. Note that
for s a substring of t, it is not ne essarily the ase
that shrink j (s) and shrink j (t) ontains any aligned
indi es. However, hoosing j suÆ iently small this
will be the ase.
Let s be a substring of t. For level j = 0 every
index in shrink j (s) aligns with an index in shrink j (t),
orresponding to the approa h given in Se tion 3.2.
The ontext string whi h we will asso iate to an index
at level j depend on the signature en oding at level j .
Our goal is to maximize the level j thus minimizing
the size of the signature en oding an an hor at that
level depends on. However the level should still be
small enough su h that we an nd an index
whi h
aligns. Fix  >  +  + 4 = O(log n). It is
possible to show the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let t = t0 st00 and s = s s then
i) shrink j (t) =
pref (shrink j (t0 )) w inf (shrink j (s))
w suf (shrink j (t00 )); where jw j; jw j  2 ;
ii) shrink i (s) = pref (shrink i (s )) wi 
suf (shrink i (s )), where jwi j  2 :
For every level j in the signature en oding it follows
from lemma 3.1(i) that the (possible empty) in x
prote tedj (s) = shrink j (s)[ + 1::jshrink j (s)j ℄
must be a substring of shrink j (t).
Hen e hoosing j small enough su h that
jshrink j (s)j > 2, we have jprote tedj (s)j > 0. Thus
for ea h o urren e of s in the string t, any index k
in prote tedj (s) aligns with an index i in shrink j (t).
We all the indi es in substring prote tedj (s) within
shrink j (s) for prote ted indi es. The ontext strings
asso iated to i should be large enough to over the
string s. Let the left boundary of an index i, denoted
lb(i), be an index smaller than i. Similarly the right
boundary of i, rb(i) is an index larger than i. Let l, p
and r be the o sets of lb(i), i and rb(i) respe tively.
The an hor asso iated to i, An (i), is then the triple
(t[l::p 1℄; t[p::r 1℄; l(t)[p℄) 2 F F  L. Our goal is
to minimize the distan e of lb(i) and rb(i) from i, but
still su h that the ontext string asso iated i overs
s. The larger we hoose j , the smaller distan e of the
boundaries from i an be allowed. Hen e j should
be hosen as large as possible, but still small enough
su h that jprote tedj (s)j > 0. However, we annot ensure the length of shrink j (s) to be of bounded length
for the maximal level with jprote tedj (s)j > 0. That
is rb(i) lb(i) need to be arbitrary large, implying
L
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that we only an a ord to have an hors to a subset
of the indi es at a given level. The idea is to exploit that there is a level where jprote tedj (s)j > 0,
and at the same time shrink j (s) only ontains a few
di erent signatures, i.e., pow j (s) is of short length.
Ea h index at level j for whi h we asso iate an an hor
(with perhaps large ontext strings) is asso iated one
of these di erent signatures, and hen e the ontext
strings only spans in xes with few an hors. In the
following we formalize the above dis ussion.
Let x = shrink j (s). De ne the set of breakpoints
for x by BP(x) = f i j x[i℄ 6= x[i + 1℄ g. We onsider
two ases for a level j of the signature en oding of s.
Case 1 jpow j (s)j  12 for j = 0.
Case 2 jshrink j (s)j > 3 and jBP(shrink j (s))j 
12 for some j > 0.
Lemma 3.2. For any string s 2 G , either Case 1 or
Case 2 (or both) are satis ed.

Suppose Case 1 is not satis ed. Then let j =
minf i j jpow i (s)j  12 g. Then jpow j (s)j > 12
and sin e ea h blo k has size at most 4, we have
jshrink j (s)j  jpow j (s)j > 3. By minimality
of j , jBP(shrink j (s))j = jpow j (s)j  12, so level j
satis es Case 2.
Proof.

1

1
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Let s; t 2 G and let j be su h that Case
1 or Case 2 form Se tion 3 are satis ed. For any
breakpoint i in M (s) and any o urren e (t; p) 2
O (s; G ), there exists i0 2 BP(shrink j (t)) su h that
i align with i0 relative to o urren es of s in t with
o set index (p) = o set jt (i0 ) o set js (i) + 1.
Lemma 3.3.

a breakpoint in BP(shrink j (t)). Furthermore using
(3.2)
o set jt (i0 ) = juj + jshrink j (s)[ + 1::i 1℄j + 1
= jt j + jshrink j (s)[::℄j +
jshrink j (s)[ + 1::i 1℄j + 1
= jt j + o set js (i):
Hen e index (p) = jt j +1 = o set jt (i0) o set js(i)+1
and thus i0 is the desired breakpoint aligned with i.
It is only the breakpoints we asso iate an hors.
An hors asso iated to the breakpoint in signature
en odings at level j of all strings in G are kept in
a range sear h stru ture denoted Rj . When a sear h
for a string s is done we use the range sear h stru ture
Rj for j hosen su h that Case 1. or 2. are satis ed
a ording to Lemma 3.2. Let j = 0 if Case 1 above
is satis ed, or hoose j > 0 as in the proof of the
above lemma su h that Case 2 is satis ed, and let
x = shrink j (s). For Case 2 above we de ne the
prote ted set of breakpoints, denoted M (s), as the
breakpoints in the in x prote tedj (s) = inf(x),
i.e., M (s) = BP(x) \ [ + 1::jxj ℄. For Case
1 (j = 0), the prote ted breakpoints are simply all
the breakpoints, i.e., M (s) = BP(shrink (s)). In
this se tion we limit the exposition to the ase where
M (s) is nonempty, i.e., for Case 2, we assume the
substring inf (x) of length at least  ontains two
di erent signatures. The spe ial (tedious) ase where
M (s) is empty, i.e., s ontains a long substring of
small periodi ity, is omitted.
Let s 2 G be a in x of t. With the assumption that jM (s)j > 0, we have a breakpoint i in
prote tedj (s). Hen e in shrink j (t)) there is an index i0, with An (i0), whi h aligns with i by Lemma 3.3). Then it suÆ es to show that the ontext
string asso iated to An (i0) overs all of s. In Lemma 3.4 we show this is satis ed by hoosing lb(i) =
max(f j 2 BP(x) j j[j::i℄ \ BP(x)j > 16 g [ f 1 g)
and rb(i) = min(f j 2 BP(x) j j[i::j ℄ \ BP(x)j >
16 g [ f jxj g). With suÆ ient large ontext strings
we an nd all o urren es using the range sear h
stru ture Rj following the approa h from
Se tion 3.2.
Write s = s s , where s = s[1::o set js (i) 1℄. The
next lemma states that for every breakpoint i0 that
aligns with i, the an hor asso iated i0 has suÆ iently
large ontext information with respe t to s.
1

1

1

0

First if j = 0 with Case 1 satis ed the lemma
is immediately true sin e all of shrink (s) is a in x
a position a o set p for ea h o urren e (s; p) 2
O (s; G ).
Consider the ase for j > 0 su h that Case 2
satis ed. Let (t; p) 2 O (s; G ) and i 2 M (s). Write
t as t = t s t where jt j = index (p)
1. By
Lemma 3.1(i) we have
(3.1)
shrink j (t) = u shrink j (s)[ + 1::jshrink j (s)j ℄ v
for some u; v 2 E  , where
(3.2)
u = t shrink j (s)[::℄:
Lemma 3.4. Let s; t 2 G . Let i0 be any breakpoint
Sin e i   + 1 (it is in M (s)), we an write (3.1) as in shrink j (t) whi h aligns with index i inj shrink j (s).
shrink j (t) =
Write s = s s , where s = s[1::o set s (i) 1℄ and
u shrink j (s)[ + 1::i℄shrink j (s)[i + 1::jshrink j (s)j
let (t ; t ; e) = An (i0 ) 2 Rj . Then js j  jt j and
℄ v and hen e the index i0 = juj + i  + 1 is js j  jt j, i.e., l s (s ; t ) = s and l p (s ; t ) = s .
Proof.
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Let p be the o set of the o urren e of s in t
relative to the alignment of i0 to i. Let t = t0 s t00 su h
that jt0j = p 1. By Lemma 3.1(i) we an write:
shrink j (t) = pref (shrink j (t0 )) w inf (shrink j (s))
w suf (shrink j (t00 )); where jw j; jw j  2. Let
v = shrink j (t)[lb(i0 )::i0
1℄. By the de nition of an
and
an hor t = v. Re all that i and i0 are aligned
hen e we only need to show that either lb(i0) = 1
or lb(i0) is an index in pref(shrink j (t0)) in order
to establish jt j  js j. From de nition of the left
boundary we have lb(i0) = 1 or jBP(v)j = 16. Sin e
jBP(w inf (shrink j (s)))j  jBP(shrink j (s))j +2 
14 a ording to Lemma 3.2, lb(i0) must be an index
in pref(shrink j (t0 )). A similar argument shows
js j  jt j.
3.4 Sear hing A sear h operation is arried out in
three steps:
1. Find level j a ording to Lemma 3.2, and a
breakpoint
i 2 M (s). Compute the o set p =
o set js (i) of i in s.
2. Constru t and insert the strings s = s[1::p 1℄,
s = s[p::jsj℄, $s and s $ into F using the Split
and Con atenate operations on s 2 F .
3. Report o urren es (represented as nodes in L)
using the range sear h stru ture Rj .
In order to determine the quantities in step 1.
above we show that it is suÆ ient to examine a
portion of size O() of the signature en oding of s.
First if jpow (s)j  12 we let j = 0. Otherwise
we expand the signature strings of s starting from the
root signature until we rea h a level j su h that Case
2 is satis ed for j . Then by the Lemma 3.5 below, we
an eÆ iently derive the quantities i and p needed in
addition to j for step 1. Re all from Se tion 2 that
we an expand a signature string to the next level
using the inverse mapping Sig in time linear to the
length of the expanded string. Hen e the total time
to expand level by level until the string pow j (s) is
expanded for a level j satisfying jshrink j (s)j > 3
and jBP(shrink j (s))j = jpow j (s)j  12 (Case 2),
is bounded by the total length of these expanded
signature strings, i.e., bounded by O(jpow j (s)j) =
O(). Note that by Lemma 3.2 Case 2 will be
satis ed at some stage in the absen e of Case 1. In
order to e e tively test whether a level j satis es Case
2, we need to test whether the length of shrink j (s)
ex eeds 3 without a tually expanding it to its full
length (unbounded in terms of ). By i) in the
lemma below we an nd the length of shrink j (s) in
time O() on basis of the expanded string pow j (s).
Proof.
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Finally ii) and iii) of this lemma provide us with the
remaining quantities for step 1.
Lemma 3.5. In time linear to the length of pow j (s)
we an determine the following: i) the length of
shrink j (s), ii) the rst prote ted breakpoint i 2 M (s)
(if it exists), iii) the o set o set js (i) of the breakpoint
i.

Let m = jpow j (s)j. In time O(m) we
an ompute the list Sig (pow j (s)) = ( ; l );
( ; l ); : : : ; (m ; lm) lwhere ea h pair (k ; lk ) orresponds to substring kk in shrink j (s) a ording to the
de nition of the signature en oding in Se tion
2. i) is
P
l m
simply determined by omputing the sum k lk =
jshrink j (s)j. ii) Let u = minw Pkk w lkP> . Then
the rst prote ted breakpoint is i = kk u lk , and
hen e i an be determined by summing at most
 terms lk to obtain su h u and i. Note that if
jshrink j (s)j i <  there is no su h breakpoint in
M (s) whi h we assumed not o urs. iii) To ea h signature k 1  k  m, the signature en oding of
s provide us with the lengths of expanded strings
j
k . Hen e we an determine the sum o set s (i) =
P
( kk u lk jk j) + (lu 1)ju j + 1 in time bounded
by the number of these terms, bounded by O(m).
We on lude that the time to nd j satisfying
Case 1. or 2., expand the signature strings until
pow j (s), and the omputation of the quantities for
step 1. on basis of this string, by the dis ussion above
and Lemma 3.5 takes time O().
Let s = s[1::p 1℄, and s = s s . A ording to
Theorem 2.2 we an in time O(log n log n) onstru t
and insert s ; s ; $s ; s $ into F . With these strings
in F we an perform step 3, using the approa h
from Se tion 3.2, in time O(log n loglog n + o )
whi h dominates the total sear h time. If P is an
external string, we use additional O(jP j) time for
prepro essing P , the lexi ographi order of P with
any other string in F an he ked in onstant time.
3.5 Con atenate and split In this se tion we
des ribe how to perform on atenation of two strings
in G . The split operation for a string in G is done in
a similar manner and omitted.
3.5.1 Con atenate (s ; s ) Consider two strings
s ; s 2 G where we want to ompute the on atenation s = s s and insert this string s into G , destroying s and s . First the signature en oding for
s is omputed and inserted into the auxiliary string
family F through the Con atenate operation for
this family. Next a new list l(s) for s is reated by
Proof.
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joining l(s ) and l(s ). This means that the node information asso iated the an hors in the various range
sear h stru tures Rj is onsidered as nodes in l(s) instead.
The main part of the omputation onsists of restru turing the various range sear h stru tures Rj
su h that they ontain an hors with respe t to the
new ontext information relevant for s. From Lemma 3.1(ii) we have that
shrink i (s) = pref (shrink i (s )) wi suf (shrink i (s ));
where jwi j  2. We will only be on erned with
asso iating an hors properly to the breakpoints (the
onstru ting of shrink i(s) is a part of the persistent
data stru ture). We have
 The an hors asso iated to the suÆx and prex of length  to respe tively shrink i (s ) and
shrink i (s ) should be deleted from Ri .
 The an hors in pref (shrink i (s )) and
suf (shrink i (s )) whi h are depended on
wi should be updated.
 New an hors should be asso iated to the O()
breakpoints in wi .
We will des ribe how to asso iate an hors to
breakpoints in wi and onstru t new an hors for those
outside wi with a e ted ontext. Removal of anhors are done in a similarly way and thus omitted. First we show that at most O() new anhor have to be onstru ted. An an hor to a breakpoint k does by de nition only depend of index l the
number of breakpoints between k and l are O().
Hen e, at most O() breakpoints in shrink i (s ) and
shrink i (s ) should have their asso iated an hors updated, thus bounding the total number of new anhors to be reated to O(). By the same argument
it follows that an in x I P (i) of pow i(s) of size O()
overs all these breakpoints in shrink i (s), and in luding the indi es these ontext strings depends on. Similar to the sear h routine above we will update anhors in shrink i (s) using pow i (s). However we only
expand to the next level in order to get I P (i). The
te hnique to do this is (tedious and) similar to the
sear h routine, and omitted here. Let l be ithe left
most index in I P (i). Given the o set o set s(l 1)
and I P (i) we pro eed to show how to ompute the
new an hors. Ea h signature in I P (i) represents a
breakpoint for an index in shrink i (s). 0Denote the
an hor for index k in shrink i (s) as An (k). S anning I P (i) we dete t lb(k) and rb(ik) in O() time.
Using Lemma 3.5 and adding o set s(l 1) we get the
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o sets o set is (k), o set is (lb(k)), and o set is(rb(k)) in
time O(). Using the tree stru ture asso iated to
the list l(s) we ompute the node l(s)[o set is (k)℄ in
time O(log n). Finally by applying the persistent
Split operation on s 2 F for the o sets, the two
ontext strings for the an hor are generated in F in
O(log n log n) time a ording to Theorem 2.2. The
new an hor is inserted in the range sear h stru ture
Ri in time O(log n loglog n), see [8℄.
In total, at ea h of the O(log n) levels we
update O() an hors in time O(log n log n)
and insert/delete these in an range sear h
stru ture in time O(log n log log n), summing to
O((log n log n)  (log n log n + log n log log n)) =
O(log n loglog n log n).
2
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Persistent strings

We represent a persistent string s by the rootsignature  of a signature en oding of s. We denote
this the impli it representation of s. This implies
that a string an be stored in a single word plus
the spa e required to store the signature fun tion
Sig . The lower levels of the signature en oding of
s an be extra ted from  by re ursively applying
Sig , espe ially the neighborhoods of a signature
in a signature string whi h need to be onsidered
by the di erent operations an be onstru ted when
required.
We would like to note, that this is an essential
di eren e ompared to the representation used in
Mehlhorn et al. [23℄. They represent a string by a
persistent data stru ture whi h onsists of a linked
list of rooted trees, ea h tree storing one level of the
signature en oding of the string. Their representation
implies an overhead of O(log n) for a essing ea h
level of the en oding of a string. Our simpli ed
representation avoids this overhead.
By using the impli it representation of strings we
get Lemma 4.1 below, improving and extending the
result of Mehlhorn et al. [23℄.
1

Lemma 4.1. The operations String and Equal an
be supported in O(1) time, Con atenate, Split,
and LCSuffix in time O(log n log N ) time, and
LCPrefix and Compare in O(log n) time, where
n is the length of strings involved in the operations.

The operation String(a) returns Sig (a), and
( ) returns true if and only if the rootsignatures of the signature en odings of s and s are
identi al. The details of the other operations will be
given in the full version of the paper.

Proof.

Equal s1 ; s2

1

2

4.1 Maintaining strings sorted In this se tion
we prove Theorem 2.2, i.e., we des ribe how to redu e the time for performing omparisons on persistent strings to O(1) time while maintaining the
asymptoti times for the update operations String,
Con atenate and Split ex ept for an additive
log jj term. The ideas used are: i ) keep all persistent strings lexi ographi al sorted, and ii ) asso iate
with ea h string s a key key(s), su h that two strings
an be ompared by omparing their asso iated keys
in O(1) time.
Data stru tures for maintaining order in a
list have been developed by Dietz [7℄, Dietz and
Sleator [9℄ and Tsakalidis [27℄. The data stru ture of Dietz and Sleator [9℄ supports Insert(x; y),
Delete(x) and Order(x; y ) operations in worstase O(1) time. The operation Insert(x; y) inserts
element y after x in the list, and Delete(x) deletes
x from the list. The query Order(x; y ) returns if x
is before y in the list.
The key we asso iate with ea h persistent string is a \handle" given by the data stru ture of Dietz and Sleator [9℄. A Compare(s ; s )
query an now be answered in worst- ase O(1)
time by applying Equal(s ; s ) and by applying
Order(key(s ); key(s )).
In the remaining of this se tion we des ribe how
new strings reated by String, Con atenate and
Split an be added to the lexi ographi al sorted list
of strings, i.e., how to lo ate where to insert new
strings into the data stru ture of Dietz and Sleator. A
straightforward implementation is to store the strings
as elements in a balan ed sear h tree and to use the
Compare operation when sear hing in the sear h
tree. This implementation requires O(log m log n)
time for ea h string reated, where m is the number
of strings stored. By maintaning a olle tion of tries
we an avoid the log m fa tor. Details are left for the
full version of the paper.
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